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The Premier European Journal for Professionals in the Pool & Spa IndustryYou are the Champions !
Readers of our newsletters, you are 
Champions of responsiveness! 
According to the latest e-mail marketing* 
barometer which rates the efficiency of 
emailing in the press, the number of indi-
vidual click-to-open visitors of our news-
letters is more than double the average 
generally attained by press publications. 
Indeed, the response statistics add up 
to around 42%, against an average of 
19.51%.  In addition, the statistics showing 
the display of our news or new product 
pages have increased considerably, 
including those of the eight languages 
pages of our website. Proof, if any is nee-
ded, of the relevance and rapidity of our 
posts, greatly appreciated by Pool and 
Spa Professionals all over the world!
Professional friends, we owe you a big 
thank you!

Loïc Biagini and his team
*Source: Study by Experian Marketing Services / Jour-
nal Du Net, first semester, 2012.

ON NOW !iPool2013
International Pool Contest on the Internet

Facebook : www.facebook.com/IMC.eurospapoolnews
Twitter : http://twitter.com/eurospapoolnews
Dailymotion : www.dailymotion.com/eurospapoolnews
Youtube : www.youtube.com/Eurospapoolnews
Blog : http://piscine-et-spa.blogspot.com

The great iPool 2013 competition opened on 30th March.  
So you can now upload from 1 to 5 photographs of private 
outdoor pools that you created, to take part in the “most 
beautiful pool” contest, to be elected by voters online. 
Registration is to be done exclusively through the www.
eurospapoolnews.com site, by creating your account with 
your username and password.

To participate in the voting for the prize, simply fill out the registra-
tion form online via the www.eurospapoolnews.com site with a 
valid e-mail address before 31st July 2013, 11:59 p.m. (23:59 hours).
The voter can then select its favourite photos.

The second stage of the competition consists of selecting the two 
photographs per country that earned the most votes to be resub-
mitted for selection to users in the finals that will take place from 
12th August to 1st October 2013.

The Grand Prize Winner will be the one whose photo received 
the highest number of votes. The sole winner will receive the 
iPool2013 Trophy, created by Didier Cassini, in partnership with 
Opiocolor, an iPhone and a year-long advertising campaign on 
PiscineSpa.com and EuroSpaPoolNews.com’s media supports 
worth € 10.000.00, ex VAT.
The award ceremony will take place at the Salon Piscina in  
Barcelona from 15th to 18th October 2013.
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The iPool2012 competition was a resounding success!  Indeed, 
this internet rendezvous generated more than 10,000 visits per 
month, recorded 60 participants from 9 countries and attracted 150 
magnificent pool pictures. The winner of this first edition, the Ukrainian 
company LLC WATER WORLD WINDOW, received its iPool2012 trophy at 
the Piscine exhibition in Lyon.
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Leader POOL enhances its international coverage
The French company Leader 
Pool Diffusion is widening its 
international network, building 
on its presence in Canada, 
Greece and the Netherlands 
and branching out into the 
Middle East market through 
a manufacturer called Oasis 
Dream, which has created 
a 32 x 12 m pool in the sand 
(just ten metres from the sea) 
on Nurai Island opposite Abu 
Dhabi. The technology used 
is the fruit of over 30 years’ 
experience in the construction 
and swimming pool industries. 
It is based on a blend of 
materials such as special 
flexible galvanised sheet steel profile, triangular beams all measuring 20 cm (rigidity, 
wall stability, linking with the two upper and lower concrete wall-ties), continuous and 
well-positioned reinforcement, galvanised grid inside the pool (eliminating microcracks, 
visibility of the cast concrete, outstanding adhesion of casing coating. The design 
ensures the single-form pool (bottom + walls + possible entry beach) never suffers from 
movement. Today, this process is increasingly used for large public pools. 

SMarT reVerSe extends the life 
of chlorinator’s cells
In 2013, the POOLSQUAD electrolyser ac-
quires a feature that is exceptional on the 
market: the SMART REVERSE. The device 
continuously measures the hardness of the 
water through an innovative technology 
that led to the filing of a patent. 
The hardness measured is used to deter-
mine optimum inversion time: short enough 
to prevent scale deposits in the electrolysis 
cell and long enough to protect it from pre-
mature wear. The lifespan of the electroly-
tic cell is thus significantly increased.
The electrolyser still has the advanced 
features that earned it the POOL ECO 
ATTITUDE 2010 trophy: chlorine production 
that is impervious to temperature or wear 
of the cell, progressive polarity reversal 
with memory, predictive pH regulation 
that saves on corrective products, a «low 
mode» protection or «super chlorination», 
wintering and automatic reactivation, self-
diagnosis to verify proper functioning, a 

record of events for the month, an interactive interface with a choice of 10 languages, 
a pH sensor with an amazing lifespan, an extended warranty of 2 years offered for the 
cell... It should be pointed out that the model POOLSQUAD AMPERO provides, in addition, 
controlled production using an amperometric sensor. Thus equipped, the electrolyser 
produces the ideal quantity of chlorine for the greatest respect of both swimmers and 
equipment. A real alternative to colorimetry, amperometry has the advantage of being 
more environment-friendly and economical to use (no reagents).
All these features combined place POOLSQUAD firmly in the forefront of high-end 
electrolysers. A new sales tool has just been launched: ask for it!

Chlorine On Board Integrated automation, a new technology
AQUATROn has developed a chlorine generator designed to be installed inside robotic 
pool cleaners. The name for this technology is COBIATM (Chlorine On Board Integrated 
Automation). The system produces chlorine directly in the swimming pool while the 
cleaner is in operation. COBIATM is more cost-effective than traditional in-line chlorinators 
installed in the circulating pipework of a pool because it works even when the pump 
and filtration system are not functioning.  

leaderpool@wanadoo.fr / www.leaderpool.com

info@aquatron.us / www.aquatron.us

contact@pool-technologie.fr / www.pool-technologie.com

australian Swimming Pool and Spa alliance
The Swimming Pool and Spa Alliance (SPASA) is 
a Not-For-Profit Australian organisation whose 
members include leading pool builders, ma-
nufacturers, suppliers, retailers, technical ser-
vicemen, subcontractors, installers, consul-
tants and other allied trades, all of whom set 
themselves apart from the rest of the industry 
by setting standards of skill, workmanship and 
ethical business behaviour in the best interests of pool and spa owners. SPASA is also 
a Registered Training Organisation (RTO) that provides nationally accredited training 
and assessment to the entire swimming pool and spa industry. The Organisation reco-
gnises the importance of supporting its members as well as the broader swimming pool 
and spa industry. It also recognises the importance of supporting all industry expos. 
These events provide enormous opportunity to all exhibitors and attendees; selling pro-
ducts, networking and education are just a few examples. The Swimming Pool and Spa  
Alliance (SPASA) wishes all Australian companies the very best success at the upcoming 
Piscine SPLASH! Asia Expo and would like to encourage all attendees to stop by their 
stands and say G’Day.

 info@spasa.org.au / www.spasa.org.au

New range of Led lighting
Propulsion Systems presents its Spectravision lighting line:  
sub-aquatic ADAGIO+ LED lighting for illuminating ponds, pools 
and spas with confidence. The Adagio+ has a durable frame 
for underwater lighting, with 50 times greater longevity, low 
power consumption, and a very wide beam. Whether you’re 
using white or RGB projectors, installation is extremely simple 
into a 1.5” slot. The electrical connection via 2 wires using the 
standard voltage of 12V AC is very simple. Depending on the 
type of pool basin and its finish, there are 5 different plastic or 
RVS fronts available. They’re available in 8 different colours, 
depending on the colour of the pool walls. For mosaic pools, an assortment of ultra-
thin fronts is available for an impeccable finish. The 170mm diameter Adagio+ is also 
suitable for renovation projects looking to replace PAR56 incandescent bulbs with an 
LED solution. This lighting is available in 2 sizes (100mm and 170mm) in white and in colour.

info@propulsionsystems.be / www.propulsionsystems.be

NeW PrOdUCTS
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Panorama for Tylö
Tylö’s Design Line is a series of products consisting of four brand new sauna designs. 
Each one is a style in its own right, ready to be used. Customers can choose a bespoke 
size – or use the standard sizes. Described by the company as chic and beautifully 
designed, Panorama features a combination of materials and style designed to create 
a continuous flow of new angles and perspectives. The discreet soffit light bar illuminates 
down onto large, tinted panes of glass and horizontal tiger ash. The interior is clad in 
vertical aspen panels. The three or four levels of elegantly overlapping benches are also 
made of aspen.
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The professional Pulit advance robot is evolving 
Pulit Adance+, the newest addition to the Pulit 
Advance range of Astralpool, incorporates the very 
latest technological innovations to give a professional 
clean to private pools. So, the range now consists in 
4 models: Pulit Advance+ 3 which cleans the pool’s 
floor and cove  ; Pulit Advance+ 5 for pool’s floor, cove, 
walls and water line ; Pulit Advance+ 7 with its remote 
control, for pool’s floor, cove, walls and water line and 
Pulit Advance+ 7 DUO which cleans the pool’s floor, 
cove, walls and water line, has a remote control and 
two traction motors. This new “+” model combines 
maximum efficiency in the toughest working conditions 
with straightforward, intuitive settings. A display light 

flashes when the filters are almost full, then access to filters is easily made by the top 
whilst its design avoids all contact with dirt. Thanks to its height adjustable suction nozzles 
the robot can be used in any pool and will always give a top performance. Furthermore, 
Pulit Advance+ removes all dirt in record time thanks to its Aquasmart system, a patented 
algorithm for covering the greatest distance in the shortest possible time. Three active 
different cleaning programs can be selected as well as the choice of pool shape. In 
addition, Pulit Advance+ 7 and Pulit Advance+ DUO come with a built-in timer, even if 
the whole range is compatible with any external timer. They all are equipped with an 
advanced swivel system and an obstacle detector. New ergonomic caddy for models 
5 and 7. 

 info@tylo.com / www.tylo.com

info@astralpool.com / www.astralpool.com

info@filtrinov.com / www.filtrinov.com

Multiple filtration monoblocs- it’s possible and useful!
The FILTRInOV team has already equipped many pools with scalable mono-block filter 
units. Practical, very easy to install, widely used for renovation projects, they can save 
valuable time for professional installers. In concrete terms, they do not require a machine 
room, pipes will have to be closed off and the waterproofing of the pool remains intact 
for renovation, unlike pools fitted with sealed elements, where precautions have to be 
taken for this operation. The demand is growing for the installation of multiple filtering 
mono-blocks for large pools exceeding 12m x 6m. The advantage is evident, besides 
the obvious savings: the water is circulated by double suction on the sides, while a 
central discharge port prevents any inert area. Thus, for pools with an average depth 
of 2 m or less, the entire water volume is filtered through multiple devices positioned 
according to the advice of FILTRINOV’s engineers. Several projects have been carried 
out with this system with great success in France, Sierra Leone, Vietnam, Malaysia, etc.  
These required shorter on-site work time, with no unpleasant surprises and better prices. 
Several projects are currently under way to equip large pools that are either being 
constructed or renovated. 

Waves make a ripple in public pools
WOW Company has equipped hotel health clubs, aquatic parks, public swimming pools 
and fitness centres with a total, to this date, of 300 Wave Balls in over 40 countries... This 
floating polyester sphere generates safe and controlled standing waves, creating an 
artificial and reassuring swell that is ideal for children. The Wave Ball features various 
programmes, from a slow and relaxing mode to a more dynamic option, giving bathers 
the opportunity to climb on the ball for a thrilling aquatic rodeo ride. Pools that have 
chosen this entertaining equipment have seen their popularity boosted (30 to 50% 
increase in visitor numbers, according to WOW Company). The ball may be personalized, 
integrated into an existing pool or in a facility created especially to emphasize the 
concept. It adapts to all types of pools, requires no particular maintenance and is 
energy-efficient (the largest model operates with less than 4kW). 

 waves@wowcompany.com / www.wowcompany.com

Spa 395 the most comfortable new Hydropool spa 
The range of Hydropool «self-cleaning» spas is expanding again with the arrival of the 
395 model. This spa with 3 wide seats and a resting seat includes an ergonomic berth 

and the new «S-shape» berth with 
its full head-to-foot body massage. 
Its patented «self-cleaning» system 
provides independent filtration 
that cleanses the entire volume of 
water every 15 minutes, clearing 
deposits both at the bottom and 
on the water surface. This com-
pact model, very well equipped 
for its size, is resolutely designed for 
comfort. In fact, with its «Intelligent 
Massage» system, it offers its users 
an effective therapeutic massage, 
thanks to the well-studied positio-
ning of the hydrotherapy massage 
jets. Its high-speed Volcano jet, in 

particular, provides deep massage to soothe and relax the muscles of the lower limbs. 
The features of this model are a preview of the latest technical advances that will be 
standard equipment for the entire range of future Hydropool “self-cleaning” spas, na-
mely, a new filter jet, placed opposite the skimmer to drive out dirt and optimize filtration, 
cushions redesigned for greater comfort, and finally, a new design for the blower jets 
that are even more efficient. Like all Hydropool spas, its energy consumption is very low 
thanks to the «green» technologies used. 

cnoslier@hydropoolhottubs.com / www.hydropoolhottubs.com
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AngelEye Lifeguard is an 
innovative high technology 
solution, to prevent drowning 
accidents in public pools. 
With this device, it is now pos-
sible to detect potentially 
dangerous situations in time 
so that lifeguards can inter-
vene immediately. This system 
is easily installed in pools that 
exist, those in service or un-
der construction. Installation 
is carried out in three steps.  

AngelEye specialists study the site with the help of the site 
plan. Video cameras in specially designed casings are 
installed in the pool walls. The host computer is then set 
up and connected to the various detection and signal-
ling systems. The system is then adjusted to the lighting 
conditions and the various parameters of the pool.  Equip-
ments that form part of the system (screens, handheld 
computers and LED panels...) allow surveillance personnel 
to respond quickly and effectively to save lives. For each 
incident detected, the images from the system are made 
available in compliance with the laws on data protection. 
In addition, AngelEye also provides after-sales service. 

angeleye Lifeguard System to detect and prevent drowning

info@angeleye.it /www.angeleye.it

The second generation of Pool 
rover Jet

Aqua Products is introducing for the 
incoming season a totally redesigned 
cleaner Pool Rover Jet for more efficient 
cleaning. Based on the successful Pool 
Rover Jet, this second generation unit 
features a modern design with emphasis 
on ergonomics, adjustable suction ports, 
a double shaft pump and a totally 
redesigned switching power supply.

info@aquaproducts.com
www.aquaproducts.com

emaux SMG série gel-coat Filter
Gel-coat Filter Tank has been well-
received by the industry due to the 
durability, trustworthy performance and 
smooth gel-coat fibreglass finish. With 
UV-resistant and non-corrosive material 
used, it is able to operate under prolong 
sunlight for years of reliability. SMG 
side mount filters series available with 4 
different sizes, SMG500, SMG650, SMG750 
and SMG900, allow a maximum flow rate 
from 167 lpm to 531 lpm. SMG series filters 
are equipped with a six-position, side 
mount multi-port valve and ABS laterals. 
The air-lease valve design provides a 
reliable solution for removing air from the 
plumber. With the transparent lid, it allows 
a clear view of filter.

emaux@emaux.com.hk 
www.emaux.com.au

info@myhexagone.com
www.myhexagone.com

New export manager for 
Hexagone
Disabled pool 
equipment 
manufacturer 
Hexagone has 
appointed 
Fabrizio Ferrari as 
export manager. 
Well known in 
the Italian pool 
market, he will 
manage the 
European subsidiaries of Hexagone Italy, 
Spain, Germany, England, Switzerland 
and Holland, and also expand the 
company’s presence in the 40 countries 
where Hexagone is already present, 
including South Korea, Singapore, 
Malaysia, Australia, Canada, Turkey and 
Brazil, among others. Headed by Yoann 
Chouraqui, the company employs 45 
people in Europe, with a production 
plant in the Paris region. With the 
appointment of a new export manager, 
Hexagone aims to achieve its 2020 
target and become the global market 
leader in public pools. The company 
provided the robot pool cleaners used in 
the Aquatics Centre at the London 2012 
Olympic Games. 

Fabrizio Ferrari
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CCeI : Led Lightings for all swimming-pools

Since 1973, CCEI is leading manufacturer of electrical equipment for swimming pools. 
Its R&D department designs smart products according to real needs. For this next 2013, 
CCEI has extended its PAR56 range with new models. With its latest innovations CCEI 
covers all needs in lighting: starting from the smallest private basin to the biggest public 
pools. With only 20W of consumption, the model WEM20 produces up to 1450 lm, just the 
necessary power to illuminate a small basin. For the first time in LED, CCEI has brought to 
you the most powerful LED bulb ever created; 8000lm for a greater comfort for big pools. 
The company has designed two new floodlights for standard niches: Chroma and nova. 
Both are ideal for built-in swimming pools. The Nova offers a stainless steel flange, and 
the Chroma offers an easily removable flange that can be easily adapted to the color 
of your choice. For new constructions, Gaïa and Cilia are surely one of the best options 
to take into account. Both of them are installed by screwing them in a 1.5’’ outlet. Here 
is a step forward to the lighting installation without niche.

Hugo Lahme takes the next step towards making your pool 
brighter and more user-friendly
Hugo Lahme GmbH, a top-quality swimming-
pool system and equipment manufacturer, 
presents the next generation of its VitaLight® 

POWER LED underwater floodlights. The new 
range of POWER LED 2.0 floodlights features 
numerous “Made in Germany” innovations 
and will replace the reliable and sought-
after first generation of premium floodlights  
from Ennepetal. Thanks to the smart DC 
Powerline technology, RGB floodlights will 
henceforth also be operated using the  
two-wire technique, as is already the case 
with monochrome versions, which immensely 
facilitates cable installation. The new POWER 
LEDs are also setting new benchmarks in terms 
of light output and brightness. They are up to 
50 percent brighter, with almost the same power consumption rate as monochrome 
VitaLight® underwater floodlights, whereas the RGB variants, with their yet clearer and 
more brilliant colours, offer more impressive colour design for swimming pools. Moreover, 
Generation 2.0 now exists in an ever-increasing variety of designs, because both the tried 
and tested round stainless steel panels and high-quality rectangular V4A stainless steel 
panels (1.4404/1.4571) are available for all POWER LED floodlights. VitaLight®  POWER LED 
underwater floodlights are, of course, suitable for all standard installation recesses and 
swimming pool types so that existing systems can be retrofitted without problems.  

robot Pool Cleaners vs Manual – many benefits
Today many pools continue to be cleaned manually when technology allows cleaning 
efficiently, with much less disruption to customers, with big environment and economic 
benefits, thanks to robot pool cleaners. Some of the new innovations mean robots can 
now work in pools with beach Entries, sand Entries, Islands and poles or Biopools. Many 
robot cleaners are systematic as they have in built electronics, with sensors, logic and 
controls to enable them to navigate the pool or even to map the pool each time they 
are installed. 
This means they provide superior coverage in comparison manually cleaning and they 
don’t get stuck! And more, they supply brushing, scrubbing of the surface and strong 
suction power. They are more and more easy to use by simply placing them in the water 
and press on. No more hoses, floats and bumps, booster pumps! 
Automatic pool cleaners are designed to turn off at the end of the cycle. Regarding 

the cost, compared to the average manual 
pool cleaner, a robotic one will  generally 
payback well within 1 year, but in fact the 
payback will be less than 6 months. 
Perhaps one of the biggest benefits is that 
robots provide a substantial environment 
benefit for hotels. They save power as they 
operate and filter inside the pool being 
completely independent of the pools main 
filtration system. So the water is filtered IN 
the pool and doesn’t have to be pumped 
through piping.  

Independent studies by Electrical Companies have shown that annual savings can be 
around $300 per year for domestic pools and in the thousand per year for commercial 
pools. Robots also save water by removing the debris from the system. Thereby the main 
pool filter unit doesn’t become clogged as quickly, which results in fewer backwashes 
(30% less). And last but not least, they enable to save chemicals by removing with 
debris the skin cells and other organic matter, reducing the need in chemicals load. In 
summary, robot pool cleaners lead to the saving of power, water, chemicals, in other 
words money! As a bonus they have a superior cleaning ability than manual ones, and 
won’t disturb the guests!

office@maytronics.com.au / www.maytronics.com.au

contact@ccei.fr / www.ccei.fr

Free app “PoolM8” for a 
balanced water
As experts in water analysis the Lovibond® 
team is keen to educate on the importance 
of balanced water. The balance of 
the water is calculated by a formula 
(Langelier Index) giving a single number 
which indicates if the sample is corrosive 
or scale forming.  For instance, a result 
of “0” means the water is “in balance”. 
Ideally a slightly positive value is required. 
The Index is very reliable. The formula, 
however, can be complex to calculate (pH 
value, temperature, alkalinity-m, calcium 
hardness and TDS (Total Dissolved Solids) - 
often leading to errors in determining the 
exact value. The Lovibond® team has now 
solved this problem with its free, easy-to-use 
App “PoolM8” available on iTunes.

sales@tintometer.de / www.lovibond.com

info@lahme.de / www.lahme.de

GaiaChroma

The eco-innovation rewarded: JUSTSaLT® PrO  
Saltwater chlorination is 
probably the most gentle 
and effective treatment for 
a private swimming pool.
For bather comfort and 
protection, it is essential to 
maintain chlorine and pH 
levels at an ideal constant.
JUSTSALT ® PRO removes any 
risk of over-chlorination or 
lack of chlorine. 
It provides three functions: 
effective disinfection by 
saltwater chlorination, smart 
pH regulation and auto 
adaptive production of 
chlorine thanks to a redox 
probe.
Thanks to a probe and advanced electronics specially conceived for saltwater 
chlorination, this adaptive system is the result of four years of development.
The result is perfectly clear water, protected equipment (components, bubble cover, 
shelter ...) and a life of the electrolysis cell significantly longer (warranty four years).
Of course, this system is equipped with all the features that have made the success of 
the range JUST.

contact@pool-technologie.fr / www.pool-technologie.com

To receive our regular free email newsletter covering news and developments 
on the European pool and spa scene, visit our website at

www.eurospapoolnews.com 
and click on the “Newsletter subscribe” panel
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ePaI- French Company with also 
trading office located in Hong Kong. 
Actor of the professional swimming pool business 
since 2004, EPAI, Import Company specializing in 
materials and pool equipment provides the key 
players in the international market.
We are specialist in heat pumps, electric robots, 
filtration pumps and filtration systems, cover reels, 
and all the standards swimming pool items. 
Ours factories mainly located in Asia, selected for 
their quality, range of products and their extreme reactivity allow us to 
meet most of your manufacturing’s and provide customization of your hardware.
EPAI, French Company, guarantees the quality and compliance with European or USA 
standards for all our products.
The entire range is customizable with your trademarks and logos.
EPAI assists you in the design and launch of mass production of your own products.
- Design and realization of injection molds and tooling manufacturing.
- Packaging
- Implementation of industrial property contract

eco Select brand  
by Pentair-eco-friendly equipment 
for pools and spas
Pentair Aquatic Systems® announces that 
IntelliFlo®Variable Speed Pumps, IntelliFlo 
VF pumps, IntelliFlo VS+SVRS pumps have 
been certified by EnERGY STAR® (US Energy 
Performance Rating System) and will carry 
the recognized ENERGY STAR label. This is the 
first step taken into the Eco-Energy Initiative 
program set-up by Pentair. The company 
also submitted its IntelliFlo Variable Speed 
Pump for Singapore Green Building Council 
(SGBC) certification too. For consumers, this is 
important news as by using ENERGY STAR® and 
green certified products, they are doing their 
part to protect the environment but also save 
money on their utility bills. Jeff Farlow, Pentair’s 
Program Manager of Energy Initiatives explains 
that “upgrading to an IntelliFlo Variable Speed 
Pump can save more energy than you’d save 
by upgrading all other household appliances 

to energy efficient models”. That’s because these pumps have ultra-efficient permanent 
magnet motors reducing noise and vibration for greater efficiency and longer pump life. 
Plus, their totally enclosed fan-cooled (TEFC) motor design and their ability to operate at 
low speed make IntelliFlo pumps among the quietest available. Moreover, those Variable 
speed pump models from 1-3 HP also allow accommodating virtually any pool plumbing 
application.

Sophie.Bedu@pentair.com / www.pentairpool.com

contact@epai.fr / www.epai.fr

NOVA-425U

SWIMAlphA

Top of the range chlorinators
SEAL Pool Equipment is a family owned 
company, founded in Brisbane, Australia, 
with a European office for the distribution in 
Europe and the Middle East. With over 25 
years’ experience in the pool industry, its joint 
owner and Engineering Director specialised in 
the design and manufacturing of top of the 
range chlorinators and other swimming pool 
equipment. The company first launched its 
popular range of salt water chlorinators, the 
CL series for residential facilities. They have also 
recently developed the SEAL Pup, a chlorinator 
for small pools and spas. Reverse polarity, low salt 
and water flow alarms, manual and automatic 
settings, electrode monitoring are some of 
the common features to all its chlorinators. By 
using cutting edge technology, together with 
quality material, the Australian manufacturer 
always wants to ensure that its customers benefit from the best products with original 
design, great performance and reliability, all at affordable prices. The process requires 
the pool or spa to have a salt concentration of between 3 and 6 g/l. This is still classified 
as fresh water (by comparison sea water contains 20 g/l of salt on average). As the 
pool water passes between the chlorinator’s plates, the electrolysis takes place. The 
SEAL chlorinator converts the chlorine in the salt (Sodium Chloride) into “chlorine”. This 
production of “chlorine” is released in a safe and controlled way. The “chlorine” is 
used to disinfect the pool and, in doing so, returns to salt in the process. This process is 
continually repeated therefore recycling the salt. The benefits are clear as there is no 
need any more of expensive packaged chlorine, shock treatments or algaecides, no 
more exposure to chlorine powders and dangerous storage, no more red eyes, green 
hair, dry irritated skin or smell of chlorine and the system is easy to operate.

sales@sealpoolequipment.com / www.sealpoolequipment.com
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an elaborate countercurrent system by uwe JetStream
With BAMBO2, uwe JetStream has developed 
a countercurrent system which convinces 
technically and optically.  The shapely front 
cover is made of highest grade stainless steel 
with mirror polish and attracts with a timeless 
and noble design.
Powerful swimming or a gentle massage – 
BAMBO2 can be adjusted to the individual 
needs. Even a sportive swimmer will start to 
sweat when swimming against BAMBO2 with 
the powerful 3.5kW uwe JetStream pump.
Both swivel nozzles will be activated at a press on a button and will move up to 21l/sec 
(75m3/h). But BAMBO2 can go softer, too. The flow rate can be adjusted step less and 
individually per side by turning the flow control button right of the nozzle. Furthermore, 
air can also be mixed step less per side with the button left of the nozzle and converts 
the powerful stream into a strong bubble massage bath or a soft counter current.

OSF: swimming pool control system with internet connection and 
power-saving function
The company osf Hansjürgen stands out thanks 
to the new swimming pool control system 
“EUROMATIK.net” with integrated web server. 
It allows easy connection with a computer, a 
computer network and the internet. Therefore, 
the swimming pool system can be conveniently 
and safely controlled from any location, via a 
computer, tablet PC or Smartphone. A multi-
level password protection offers the swimming 
pool owner the best possible security for his top-
quality system. In case of fault, EUROMATIK.net 
automatically sends out an e-mail informing the 
recipient about the current situation. The novelty 
from osf also stores an operation log which can be read directly on the system or via the 
internet. This log can be downloaded in different formats, to be processed further on 
the PC.  EUROMATIK.net is very user-friendly and can be configured individually on site. 
Another special feature is the external control unit for wall mounting, which also comes 
with a touchscreen monitor.  In addition to the integrated level controller, which can be 
used for skimmer pools or standard pools with overflow channel, the control system also 
has a backflow controller for 6-way valves and stem valves.  EUROMATIK.net is an “all-
rounder” because apart from the swimming pool cover, it can also control solar or heat 
pumps. Moreover, it has an anti-freeze function.

Tradition, experience and 100 years of innovation
Speck Pumpen is a leading international manufacturer of high quality pumps and 
accessories for commercial and residential pools, spas, jetted bath tubs and industrial 
applications. For 100 years the Speck Pumpen has provided innovative, customized 
and market specified products. Since 1909, the German company has maintained its 
excellent reputation as an industrial enterprise by sheer ingenuity and business acumen. 

During the early 60s, swimming pool technology became one of the company´s central 
topics and the specialized BADU® range was developed. In this area it continues to invest 
and strive to identify its customers ‘needs and the high expectations of pool owners. Its 
innovative and pioneering spirit, consistent high quality, extensive product range, energy-
saving technology and recognizable design has cemented the trademark BADU® as an 
international benchmark in swimming pool technology.

High quality water attractions made in Germany
The wiegand.maelzer GmbH offers a wide range of waterslides and many other water 
attractions made of stainless steel and GRP 5 (Glass fiber resin Products) with the 
well-known “made in Germany” quality standard. What started out as a small family 
venture became during the past years a worldwide acknowledged producer of water 
attractions, with more than 200 employees in total. Thanks to its wide product range the 
company is able to supply any water park project with attractions specially planned 
and produced for its requirements. Most of its products are hand-produced in Germany 
according to the strict German quality standards to ensure high durability and maximum 
safety. Besides the production of water attractions the firm also offers complete project 
planning services from the very beginning of the project up to its turn-key development. 
Since 2006 it has been delivering its high-quality products for the most visited indoor and 
outdoor water parks worldwide. Among its most successful projects are the Therme Erding, 
Area47, Tropical Island and many more. The company currently delivers 15 attractions for 
the Minsk Aquapark, which will be the biggest European water park ever built.

STeP refreshes with a single tap
Eichenwald offers a novel shower—STEP. The name 
is the program. Tapping the floor plate once readily 
activates the shower head. Turnon/turnoff by hand 
is so yesterday. STEP serves as the shower of the 
“touchscreen generation”. All good things come from 
above? Not so with STEP. Instead, the water rises from 
below. In stairstep fashion, the plume of water rises 
toward the sun, a spectacle that lifts one’s spirit. Those 
of a more sedentary persuasion simply lower the water 
pressure by way of the knurled-head screw. The height 
of the water jet instantly responds to its desired setting. 
Whether just rinsing off the feet or indulging in all-
body refreshment—STEP faithfully follows it’s owner’s 
commands. The novel shower from Eichenwald is 
ready for immediate use since it is hooked up through 
a common Gardena connector system.

OKU Obermaier harnesses the power of the sun
Don’t do things by halves - a motto 
that could very well be applied 
to the project of OKU Obermaier 
GmbH in La Paz, capital of the 
Mexican State of Baja California 
Sur. This is where the specialist 
in swimming pool and solar 
technology from Geretsried 
has sold its largest solar heating 
system to date. In May 2012, an 
indoor swimming pool spanning 
3,600 square metres, 2,000 square 
metres of solar panels were 
installed. OKU thus harnessed the 
free heat of the sun, which in La 
Paz is present even in winter, for 
the benefit of the pool’s users. 

info@okuonline.com / www.okuonline.com

ideal@eichenwald.de / www.eichenwald.de

jet@uwe.de / www.uwe.de

info@osf.de / www.osf.de

info@speck-pumps.com / www.speck-pumps.com

zb@wiegand-maelzer.de / www.wiegand-maelzer.de
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GraNdO GMBH: Stable without “plugs”
grando swimming pool covers are sealed through a special 
three-layer, air-and-water-tight sealing procedure. Therefore, 
they hold for a long time and can adapt perfectly to any 
pool form. The profiles of a swimming pool roller shutter cover 
must be locked to prevent water from entering the pool. The 
standard market practice is to machine-fit the profile with a 
plug.  At grando, a special three-layer seal is used, which is 
manually applied by qualified experts.  Applying the filler several times makes the roller 
shutter cover to remain absolutely watertight even after being used for several years. 
The sealing procedure with a high level of manual work has another advantage: each 
cover is an individual piece, produced individually in precision work, and can adapt 
perfectly to any pool form. At grando only long-lasting and robust materials, such as 
special plastics and stainless steel are used. grando roller shutters are masterpieces, and 
not mass-produced goods.

BaYrOL launches a new range of whirlpool care products 
“SpaTime by BAYROL” is the name of the 
special range of whirlpool care products 
from the company BAYROL. The SpaTime 
maintenance concept contains a new 
product in addition to the standard 
products:  the weekly basic disinfection 
with SpaTime “Wasser-Rein” (water purifier).  
“Wasser-Rein” is a pre-proportioned pellet 
in a bags, with a novel special recipe, 
which guarantees basic whirlpool water 
disinfection.  It thus offers a basis for water 
purification, regardless of how often the 
whirlpool is used, and prevents disinfection 
gaps.  Moreover, “Wasser-Rein” destroys 
chloramine which is responsible for chlorine 
odour and eye irritations.  “Wasser-Rein” 
is compatible with any disinfectant used: 
chlorine, bromine or chlorine-free active 
oxygen.  The new SpaTime maintenance 
concept also includes a practical service plan which clearly shows the maintenance 
steps to take at any time.  The attractive label design, specially tailored to the package, 
gives at a glance all the information needed by the whirlpool owner.   “SpaTime by 
BAYROL” is also breaking new grounds for whirlpool sets. Instead of prefabricated sets, 
which only contain a part of the necessary care products, it is possible for the whirlpool 
owner to put together a “personal whirlpool set”. 

Schmalenberger chooses a strong material for a  gentle massage
Schmalenberger 

has used cobra 
fibre to develop a 
splash shower, on 
which all stressed 

areas are reinforced 
with carbon. The 

innovative material, 
appreciated in the 

aerospace and 
automobile industries 

due to its high 
stability and rigidity, 

is known in the 
swimming pool sector 

as long-lasting  and 
corrosion-resistant.

  The carbon used by 
Schmalenberger is 

specially designed for use in salt water and mineral baths. Thanks to this cutting-edge 
technology, Schmalenberger is offering a corrosion-resistant alternative to stainless steel 
parts. Cobra fibre has made nature its role model.  Water splashes softly on the shoulders 
just like in a waterfall.  Without spraying, cobra fibre delights bathers with a soft but 
effective massage.  The new Schmalenberger splash shower is not only good for body 
and soul. It is also good-looking. Available in different colours, 80 cm high and 50 cm 
wide, it fits perfectly into any wellness area and adapts easily and elegantly to any 
architectural situation. Cobra fibre is tailored to the reliable, rio-series, fluvo installation 
kits and the corresponding attraction pumps. They guarantee error-free, perfect and 
speedy installation

a leader in swimming pool 
linings
ELBTAL PLASTICS GMBH & CO. KG 
(Germany) has been manufacturing 
all types of high-quality PVC sheets 
for customers all over the world since 
1956, adapting its manufacturing to 
the needs of its customers. Elbtal, a 
member of the KAP Corporation which 
is active worldwide, has one of the 
most modern pressing lines in Europe.
Its R+D Department, its ultra-modern 
laboratory and the ISO 9001quality 
certificate ensure the highest quality 
standards. One of its main activities is the 
production of reinforced sheets and liners for swimming pools which are free of heavy 
materials and physiologically harmless for the environment according to the EN 71 / 3 
standard. Throughout the process of production of the ELBE blue line, the quality of the 
raw materials is checked as they are received in compliance with the specifications 
indicated. For ELBTAL PLASTICS GMBH & CO.KG, health and well-being are the most 
important factors. ELBEblue line reinforced swimming pool linings are particularly 
suitable for the renovation of existing pool or new constructions. The membranes are 
loose laid and then hot-air welded along the seams. They can be installed on various 
substructures, such as concrete pools, PP-Pools, steel segment pools, plastic stripping 
segment pools or simply to renovate tiled pools. They are applied for public pools, pools 
in leisure centres, hotel pools and exclusive private pools. The reinforced swimming pool 
membranes are perfect for the lining of immovable basins of various sizes and forms in 
both indoor and outdoor.

Behncke Control 1.2: individual and online control  
Control is good, but Control 1.2 is better. The 
microprocessor-based swimming pool control 
system Behncke Control 1.2, featuring a functional 
user interface, a large digital display, online functions 
and a water filler, meets all the requirements for 
private swimming pool technology. It is compatible 
with both a 230 V and 400 V connection. Control 
1.2 can either be operated directly on the device 
or conveniently in digital mode. The owner logs on 
with his personal login data to the Behncke website 
and can view, control and use all functions and 
applications online. Individuality is a top priority at 
Behncke. Control 1.2 allows an external frequency 
converter or a pump with frequency converter to 
be connected. Moreover, dosing pumps (flocculation ACO, APF, No Phos), with freely 
programmable impulse or time control, can be connected without problems.  Behncke 
Control 1.2 is currently available in the three full program versions - German, English and 
French.  Other language versions are being developed.  Behncke Control 1.2 offers a 
variety of programming possibilities and stands out thanks to a clear and simple menu 
layout.

info@schmalenberger.de / www.fluvo.de

info@behncke.com / www.behncke.com

info@elbtal-plastics.de / www.elbtal-plastics.de

bayrol@bayrol.de / www.bayrol.de

 info@grando.de / www.grando.de

To receive our regular free email newsletter covering news and developments 
on the European pool and spa scene, visit our website at

www.eurospapoolnews.com 
and click on the “Newsletter subscribe” panel

White pearl

Black pearl



Biodesign is growing fast
Biodesign offers patented 
swimming pool construction 
technology that allows you 
to customise every single 
detail of a pool, while 
respecting the environment 
at the same time. 
The company aims to create 
a network of agents who 
will specialise in the sale, 
installation and maintenance 
of Biodesign swimming pools 
for both private and public 
users. This network will consist 
of business units whose 
relationship with the parent 
company will be governed 
by exclusive long-term 
contracts. 
The project is backed by carefully organised support through a training programme that 
covers all aspects from end-to-end installation, design, sales systems, and advice on 
business management with the help of specific operating manuals. Further collaboration 
is planned for a small number of affiliates-franchisees who could then directly manage 
a second level network under a production unit contract.  All levels of the network will 
participate in the operation of the company, which in turn will help its partners to develop 
in a sustainable and profitable manner.

international@biodesignpools.com / www.biodesignpools.com

international@watertechcorp.com / www.watertechcorp.com

Pool Blaster PrO 1500
fully autonomous 
The newly released Pool Blaster PRO 1500 offers 
two snap in/out re-chargeable battery packs, wall 
charger, and quick-release pole connector, three 
re-usable filter bags (mesh, sand and silt and micro 
filter). It can quickly vaccum large debris as large as 
golf balls and filter small dirt with its included micro 
filter bags. 
In addition, the PRO 1500 features great utility with its 
newly engineered omni-directional vacuum head 
adapter and industrial quality 19” wide, weighted 
vacuum head.  
This new combination enables maintenance 
personnel to vacuum pools, fountains and other water 
features quickly and efficiently. Each battery pack 
provides up to an hour and a half of run time, giving the  
PRO 1500 up to three hours of vacuuming at a time.

customerservice@kokido.com / www.kokido.com

Kokido presents its newest electric 
vacuum cleaner for swimming 
pools and spas 
Kokido presents its newest electric vacuum 
cleaner for swimming pools and spas, 
Vektro™. It works underwater with powerful 
suction that eliminates sand, gravel and other 
debris from the bottom of the pool or spa. No 
hoses or electrical cords are needed thanks 
to its vacuum pump, which is powered by 
a rechargeable battery, creates suction. It 
operates both as a handheld for spot cleaning 
or small stairs, or attached to a standard 
telescopic pole (not included) for pool floor 
cleaning. Installation is simple, with no tools 
required. It has a large 1.5L capacity debris 
collection canister with see-through body to 
see when full. Its underside brushes scrub away 
sand and dirt from the pool floor. Its quick drain 
system returns filtered water to pool and it 
works with easy gliding thanks to its  rotational 
ball wheels. Vektro™ is delivered with an AC 
transformer and a quick connect docking 
station for recharging

video
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Wibit re-invents the playground... and it’s on the water!
With the new FlatTopTM Technology Wibit once again ventures into new waters – the 
unique double-wall construction has an extremely low-profile and a virtually flat surface. 
With this new innovation in inflatable water sports products THE German water sports 
company sets new standards but remains true to its principals when it comes to design, 
quality and safety. Thanks to its new Wiggle Bridge, walking on water is now possible… 
crossing this shaky bridge is a real challenge to the balance! Simply add the Sled, 
Hurdle, Target Cube and Wibit Hand to create the most unique and exciting floating 
playground for pools – the AquaCircuit! 
This action-packed circuit makes animation easy and brings fun and excitement to any 
pool! Wibit products are certified by the German TÜV, which consists of world-renowned 
safety testers of industrial materials since 1876. 
As an international safety service company, the TÜV sets standards and documents the 
safety and quality of new and existing products, systems and services.

 info@wibitsports.com / www.wibitsports.com
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Piscine Overseas 
Pool Export Network

More information Booth 42E

@PiscineExpowww.youtube.com/PiscinePoolShow

Piscine  
is crossing  
boundaries to bring  
a high calibre range  
of swimming pool  
and spa products  
and services to 
specifiers and buyers  
in the world.

Piscine OPEN: 
Choose your 
export destination!

NEW

Waves in your private pool? 
Yes we can
For more than 25 years now, WOW 
Company is well known for it’s Wave 
Ball, a waves generator for  public pools, 
aquaparks, training and rescue centres. 
Today, the same company, makes waves 
accessible to all existing and new private 
pools thanks to Wave It. 
The product  works by air injection and 
benefits of WOW Company technology 
and know how to generate bubbles and 
waves in the pool. 
With the first air  injection, Wave it 
generates a wave which spreads 
through the pool; once reflected by the 
pool’s walls, the wave comes back to the 
injection point, where another air injection 
amplifies it and so on. Wave’s amplitude 
is regulated by an integrated computer 
system linked to pressure sensors placed 
with the injectors, which defines the right 
moment to inject air in order to create 
new waves and regulate their amplitude. 
Since 2006 Wave It has been has 
been awarded for innovation in many 
international trade fairs. 

 waves@wowcompany.com
www.wowcompany.com
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All companies and products listed below are looking for 
distributors. You can find other companies and full information 
on our website in 8 languages under ‘‘Distributors Wanted’’ or by 
scanning the QR code above. This section provides a detailed 
presentation of companies, their products and a contact form to 
reach them.

MICROWELL 
the best of technology for swimming pool dehumidifiers
Microwell, Ltd. manufactures swimming pool dehumidifiers 
“DRY” that are designed for smaller private and public indoor 
swimming pool halls. All our dehumidifiers are manufactured ac-
cording the latest technical know-how in this field. Our company 
also offers a complete range of accessories for dehumidifiers. 
Furthermore, in 2012 Microwell, Ltd. successfully introduced two 
new products onto the market – HP swimming pool heat pumps 
available in two versions (HP 700/HP 1000) and DRY 500 DUCT 
ducted swimming pool dehumidifiers. 
microwell@microwell.sk / www.microwell.sk

OKU Obermaier GmbH-Solar heating systems for swimming 
pools
OKU Obermaier GmbH is a German manufacturer, among the 
global leaders in solar heating systems for swimming pools, with 
solar panels made from HDPE, for small private use pools and 
large public facilities. The sectional ‘add-on’ assembly system 
can be installed in various ways (horizontally and vertically). The 
absorber panels are highly effective because the entire surface 
of the panels is exposed to the rays of sunlight and they have a 
full water flow system. info@okuonline.com / www.okuonline.com

T&A - Producer of automatic pool covers and solar collectors 
Technics & Applications is specialized in producing automatic 
pool covers and solar collectors for swimming pools. The new 
production site in Geel, in the north of Belgium, with a surface 
of 3000m², was put into use in the beginning of March 2007. Our 
products are exclusively delivered to professional installers, espe-
cially in Belgium, the Netherlands, France, Great Britain, but also 
in the rest of Europe. info@aquatop.be / www.t-and-a.be

RP InDUSTRIES – The strength of a group
A leader in the Portuguese market for over 16 years, we are 
proud of the 40,000 and more pools we have installed in countries 
around the world. We offer innovative patented solutions such 
as SOLEO pools (pools in SPECTRON steel), SUNKIT, INOBLOCK, 
OVERFLOW, NATURALIS and DYNAMIC PANEL POOL for public 
pools. We have a large production capacity, ensuring rapid deli-
very and competitive prices. 
info@rppiscines.com / www.rppiscines.com

TAnGOBLU
Italian company based in Piacenza, has many years of expe-
rience in hydraulic power systems, swimming pools design, main-
tenance and creation of fountains and water games. It recently 
filed a patent that ingeniously makes all phases of the paving 
pools easier. info@tangoblu.com  / www.tangoblu.com

FABISTOnE - Design and comfort are the primary qualities of our 
products
Specializing in the manufacture and marketing of reconstitu-
ted natural stone, FABISTONE, from RPI Group, proposes several 
ranges of paving tiles, copings and walls that combine design 
and comfort. The large production capacity is ensured by a mo-
dern manufacturing unit with a fully automated production line. 
info@fabistone.com / www.fabistone.com

SOLIDPOOL- Modular formwork blocks
Composed of material that is high-quality, durable and solid, the 
SolidPOOL® modular formwork blocks can be used to build pools 
rapidly in reinforced concrete in any size and shape and any 
type of finish:  liner, reinforced PVC or tiles.
export@solidpool.fr  / www.solidpool.fr

nIRVAnA - Heat Pumps
NIRVANA specializes in the conception, design and 
manufacture of thermodynamic products in the pool-heating 
sector for private and commercial areas. It has the infrastructure 
and technical resources necessary.  This enables it to pursue 
the development of sustainable solutions for the production of 
high quality equipment. The pre-production departments are 
located close to each relevant department in order to optimize 
assembly time. A brand new laboratory has been set up in the 
factory to be able to test the units under extreme conditions. 
mlesage@nirvanahp.com / www.nirvanahp.com

BRIDGInG CHInA InTERnATIOnAL: Pumps, Filtration Systems & 
Heat Pumps
Bridging China was established in 2005.  Since then, it has 
positioned itself as a professional pool company providing wide 
range of products from maintenance accessories to high-end 
equipment including, pumps, filters, filtration systems, automatic 
cleaners, and heat pumps.  If you are looking for a China 
supplier for complete service and competitive prices, then we 
are your ideal partner to work with! pool@bridging-china.com 
philippe.quil@wanadoo.fr / www.bridging-china.com

THERMALS SPA: Swim Spas and Hot tubs
Thermals Spa is a brand for the European market and specialised 
in the sale of Swim Spas and Hot Tubs. We have a range of 
Swim Spas and Hot Tubs on display at our warehousing facility 
in the UK, and also have rapid access to a complete range of 
Parts and Accessories. Our aim is to fully support our distributors 
with comprehensive Sales and Product training and with an 
extensive, detailed customer brochure. 
info@thermalsspa.co.uk  / www.thermalsspa.co.uk

LLC Water World Window: integrated solutions for private and 
public pools
The company “LLC Water World Window” existed for over 10 
years. Its specialization is the creation of integrated solutions on 
water recreation in private and commercial purpose: design 
and construction of private and public pools, eco and bio 
pools, water parks, sale of equipment, chemicals, professional 
maintenance of swimming pools, staff training program, 
development and integration of software and hardware 
systems, for access control and payment in service sector, such 
as its Podkova integrated software. mailbox@pools.ua
http://pools.ua/en/podkova/ www.poolsua.com



WATER TECH: pioneers of battery-powered cleaners
Water Tech has developed one of the most diversified line-up 
of pool and spa vacuum cleaners in the last 40 years, providing 
cleaning solutions for every pool, spa, and budget! In particular, 
we are the inventors of the Pool Blaster line and SPAVAC, 
battery-powered cleaners. Our clientele is international and we 
can say that we offer a pool cleaner for each pool and every 
wallet! 
international@watertechcorp.com / www.watertechcorp.com

PQn EnTERPRISES - Waterproof audio products for spas
The American company, PQN Ent., designs and provides the 
spa, bath, sauna, and steam room industries with innovative 
audio transducers & speakers. Especially designed to bring great 
sound to the spa experience. With 35 years of manufacturing 
and design experience PQN Audio offers RoHS compliant and 
CE Conformity products. 
info@pqnenterprises.com / www.pqnaudio.com

STARLInE POOLS & EQUIPMEnT: Manufacturer of the Roldeck 
pool cover
Starline Pools & Esuipment is a renowned company in the 
design, the manufacture of vinylester swimming pools, slatted 
pool covers and pool equipment. It has over 35 years of 
experience in production of filters, cover systems, including PVC 
slatted pool covers and water-treatment products. 
e.kusters@starline.nl / www.starlinepool.com

BIODESIGn POOLS - A real technical innovation
The patented Biodesign Pools technology is based on the mode-
ling of the excavation and the lining of it with a waterproof liner, 
which is unique in its elasticity and durability. The process allows 
building non-invasive and ecological pools. 
info@biodesignpools.com / www.biodesignpools.com

EVA OPTICS - Waterproofing, high brightness and compact 
design
EVA Optic B.V. is manufacturer of high-quality led lighting 
solutions for swimming pools and industry. EVA Optic Led 
underwater lights are fast becoming the most applied led 
underwater lights in public and private pools in Western Europe.
info@evaoptic.com / www.evaoptic.com



SPaTeX 2014 is your 
gateway to the UK pool and 
spa industry!
Now entering its 18th year, THE UK pool 
and spa industry’s premier Exhibition, 
SPATEX 2014 attracts a high quality of 
exhibitors and visitors, as you would 
expect from this kind of show.
For three days (Sunday February 2nd 
to Tuesday February 4th) the decision 
makers of the industry will be gathe-
red. Technical workshops and a de-
dicated Leisure Operator’s Day are 
included in the Show and networking 
mix.
The resounding success of SPATEX 
2013 will be repeated and perhaps 
surpassed in 2014 when the Show 
moves to its new Midlands location 
at the Ricoh Arena. It offers quick and 
easy access to major road networks 
and Birmingham airport is just a short 
drive away. 
Make sure you and your business are 
seen and heard at SPATEX 2014. Visitor 
registration is open and you can fill in 
the simple online form and sign up for 
the newsletter.

UK Pool & Spa Show organisers claim 40% of 2014 stand 
space confirmed
The organisers of the UK Pool & Spa 
Expo have announced that early fore-
casts for their 2014 event have sur-
passed expectations. New Events di-
rector Rob Saunders commented: “We 
knew the formula was right for 2013 and 
were encouraged with the support we 
received from industry in year one ; this 
has continued for our 2014 event.  With 
over 40% of space confirmed and the 
return of popular exhibitor features like 
free lifting in-hall, carpet for all stands, 
controlled additional service costs, free 
wi-fi, free parking for everyone and complimentary refreshments, things are going in the 
right direction. Keep in touch to see what other exciting plans we have for 2014.” He 
adds: “2014 will showcase the latest technologies in pools and spas, sauna, steam and 
wellness. Alongside a huge array of products will be seminars and our international ‘meet 
the buyer’ programme’.” The UK Pool & Spa Expo 2014 runs from 20 to 22 February 2014 
at the NEC, Birmingham.

BaZeNY Sauny and Spa: the 8th edition is preparing
The 8th International Exhibition of swimming 
pool and its technologies, sauna and spa, 
BAZÉNY Sauny and Spa will open its doors 
from 17 to 21 September 2013 at PVA Expo 
in Prague. Among the first companies regis-
tered are leaders and innovative companies 
on the market of pools, hot tubs, spas and ter-
races. The Czech swimming pool market is still 
being developing. EuroSpaPoolNews.com 
will as usual be present in this area, with the 
4th Special Edition of Le JUSTE LIEN in Czech 
language, which will be distributed for free at 
the show. You can still book your stand until 
July 20.

As we usually do, we give you below a line-up of the upcoming exhibitions 
around the world for 2013. Throughout year, as usual, we will not fail to 
bring you plenty of information and news on new products which will also be 
published on our website www.eurospapoolnews.com and in our newsletters. 
LE JUSTE LIEN will be distributed at most of these exhibitions in the local 
language. Don’t miss the chance to advertise in these magazines distributed 
at the entry of all these exhibitions.  They are an excellent medium of 
communication. If you wish to feature in any of the upcoming editions, please 
contact us at : contact@eurospapoolnews.com

PrePare your
eXHIBITION 
aGeNda

aquanale 2013 registration off to a flying start
The organisers of Aquanale 2013, the international sauna, swimming pool and well-being 
exhibition being held in Cologne 
later in 2013, report that a large 
number of major players in the 
sector have already registered 
eight months before the show. 
Nearly 350 companies from over 
25 countries are expected from 
22nd to 25th October. For the 
first time, Aquanale will be held 
exactly at the same time as the 
FSB, the international exhibition 
for wellbeing equipment, sports 
centres and public swimming 
pools. The pool sections of the 
two exhibitions have therefore 
been combined in halls 10.01. and 
10.02. Thanks to the direct link between public pools and private swimming pools and 
wellbeing spaces, the new concept offers synergies that will benefit both exhibitors and 
visitors. The fifth Cologne forum for pools and wellbeing spaces being held concurrently 
will cover topics such as the modification of DIN 19643, Web 2.0 for operators of public 
pools, natural swimming pools and swimming ponds. The new forum on pool building will 
take place on 22nd October, dedicated to pool architecture, especially public pools. 
For the first time, the European Union of Swimming Pool and Spa Associations (EUSA) will 
be awarding an International European Pool Award, the ceremony for which will take 
place on 24th October at the exhibition. 

QPS (Qatar Pools and Spas show) 
comes back in November
Exhibitions and conferences, organizer 
Heights with the support of Watermaster 
Qatar as sponsor and the partnership 
of the Qatar Civil Defense Department, 
has announce the launch of the 2nd 
International Exhibition and conference 
for Swimming Pools and Spas, which is 
to be held from November 6-8 at the 
Doha International Exhibition Center. 
The announcement was made by senior 
officials of the Partners, who included 
Civil Defense Department’s Prevention 
Division director Brigadier Ibrahim al Muf-
tah, Heights Exhibition & Conferences 
chief executive Waleed Wahba, Water-
master Holding chairman Khalil Boueri, and Investment Holding Group chief executive 
Wael Shtayeh. As per today over 85 percent of the companies that took part in the 
2012 edition have confirmed participation in this year’s edition, according to Heights 
CEO Waleed Wahba. Professionals from around the world are to showcase their most 
recent technologies and experiences in the pool and Spa industry, with features rela-
ted to water treatment, security pool covers, fountains, backyards equipment, lands-
caping, public pools and aqua parks. Heights Exhibitions and Conferences presented 
its warm words of thanks to all QPS 2013 Sponsors  ; Watermaster Qatar - Main Spon-
sor, Metro Pools - Premium Sponsor, Civil Defense Department - Official Sponsor, and  
EuroSpaPoolNews  -  Media Partner.

aquanale@koelnmesse.de / www.aquanale.de

 info@htsxpo.com / htsxpo.com

michele@spatex.co.uk/ helen@spatex.co.uk / www.spatex.co.uk

info@ukpoolspa-expo.co.uk / www.ukpoolspa-expo.co.uk

sevcikova@abf.cz / http://vystava-bazeny.cz/2013/en/intercept.asp
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Trade fairs: double check before leaving 
Following the recently postponed and cancelled trade fairs and events these last months, we remind you it is recommended 
to get in touch directly with the organizers of the various shows you wish to attend, in order to obtain confirmation of the 
exact dates and that the event will be held. We only relay the information which is provided to us by the organizers and 
update in real time all modifications. We can not be held responsible for such last minute cancellations. 

•  EXPOLAZER 2013 - Brazil 
From 30/07/2013 to 02/08/2013 
SÃO PAULO 
internacional@francal.com.br 
www.expolazer.com.br

•  BAZENY SAUNY & SPA  
République tchèque 
From 17/09/2013 to 21/09/2013 PRAGUE 
sevcikova@abf.cz 
http://vystava-bazeny.cz/2013/en/intercept.
asp

•  3rd WAVES Pool Spa Bath  
International Expo - Inde 
From 18/09/2013 to 20/09/2013 NEW DELHI 
bhaskarj@eigroup.in 
www.wavesexpo.com

•  Pool&SpaTech Asia 2013 
Thaïlande 
From 19/09/2013 to 21/09/2013 
IMPACT Exhibition and Convention Center 
wingyanw@impact.co.th 
www.poolspaasia.com

•  BARCELONA 2013 - Spain 
From 15/10/2013 to 18/10/2013 
BARCELONA 
info@firabcn.es 
www.salonpiscina.com

•  AQUANALE 2013 - Germany 
From 22/10/2013 to 25/10/2013  COLOGNE 
aquanale@koelnmesse.de 
www.aquanale.de

•  QPS 2013 International Exhibition for Pool & 
Spa - Qatar 
From 06/11/2013 to 08/11/2013 
DOHA Exhibition Centre 
info@htsxpo.com / http://htsxpo.com

•  2013 International Pool | Spa | Patio Expo - 
United States of America 
From 09/11/2013 to 14/11/2013 
Mandalay Bay Convention Center in Las Vegas, 
Nevada 
info@poolspapatio.com 
www.PoolSpaPatio.com

•  ATLANTIC CITY POOL & SPA SHOW 
United States of America 
From 28/01/2014 to 30/01/2014 
ATLANTIC CITY (New Jersey) 
info@nespapool.org 
www.acpoolspashow.com

•  SPATEX 2014 - United Kingdom 
From 02/02/2014 to 04/02/2014 
RICOH ARENA, COVENTRY,  
WEST MIDLANDS CV6 6GE, UK 
info@spatex.co.uk 
www.spatex.co.uk

•  AQUA-THERM MOSCOU 2014 
Russia 
From 04/02/2014 to 07/02/2014 
MOSCOW 
info@fin-mark.com 
www.aquatherm-moscow.com

•  UK POOL & SPA EXPO 
United Kingdom 
From 20/02/2014 to 22/02/2014 
BIRMINGHAM NEC 
info@neweventsltd.com 
www.ukpoolspa-expo.co.uk

•  PISCINE MIDDLE EAST 2014 
United Arab Emirates 
From 22/04/2014 to 24/04/2014  
ABU DHABI  
mehrez.oueslati@gl-events.com  
www.piscine-middleeast.com

Piscina Barcelona: 
synergy between all water-related markets
Piscina Barcelona, Wellness 
Barcelona and Leisure and 
Sports Facilities will be the 
three areas that will be 
featured in exhibits at the 
event, from October 15th to 
18th 2013. This 11th edition will 
also host the Wellness & Spa 
Experiences Event, a congress 
that will bring together 
international wellness experts. 
Moreover, Piscina Barcelona 
will coincide with Body Life, 
a show dedicated to fitness 
equipment. In 2011, Piscina 
was attended by 19,000 trade 
visitors, 45% of them foreign from 127 countries, such as France, Italy, UK, Sweden, Israel, 
Turkey, Russia, Germany, USA and Brazil. According to the show’s director Isabel Piñol: “Piscina  
Barcelona has evolved into a show that integrates all water-related markets, such as 
residential swimming pools, wellness and sports and recreational aquatic facilities, under 
a brand new concept: Barcelona International Aquatic Exhibition.” Since its first show 
in 1994, Piscina Barcelona has contributed to boosting one the country’s most solid 
markets: with a stock of over 1.1 million private family swimming pools, Spain accounts 
for 7% of the world market, being fourth in the ranking of total number of pools on the 
planet and second in Europe. Innovation and sustainability will be the stakes of the Show, 
with three basic elements: maximum energy efficiency, use of eco-smart materials and 
optimal integration of the surroundings. In order to ratify its commitment to sustainability 
the show has moreover created the Piscina Barcelona Awards awarding two of the best 
innovative initiatives that guarantee sustainability in the fields of swimming pools, wellness 
and sports and recreational aquatic facilities will receive an award. 

piscina.ventas@firabcn.es / www.salonpiscina.com

Become fan of the official page
EuroSpaPoolNews
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